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6 DAYS SAILING EXPERIENCE
ACCROS THE ADRIATIC
Adventure sailing "Sail and meet outside
lighthouses" takes you to the most
beautiful island destinations of the
northern, central and southern Adriatic
Sea. The islands of Mljet, Lastovo, Vis,
Hvar, Šolta, archipelago and National
Park Kornati, Dugi otok, Rab, Krk share
the Mediterranean ambience and
through our journey we discover their
natural and heritage specifics.

MONUMENTAL LIGHTHOUSES
All the lighthouses built in inaccessible
areas bear witness to the construction
feats achieved in the 19th century. The
lighthouses built by the Austro-
Hungarian Empire still show the way to
sailors today. We will tour four
lighthouses, each of which offers a
unique view of its position and
architecture. 

EXPLORE AND
EXPERIENCE
A place where culture, ecology and
tourism meet. Here you will not find
classic touristic content, but you can
stimulate your imagination and start a
journey.
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PALAGRUŽA ISLAND - IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ADRIATIC SEA
The name of the island of Palagruža - is thought to have
originated from the Hellenic word pelagos with the meaning of
"the open sea". And indeed Palagruža is on the thick sea, far
away, inaccessible, with no secure anchorage and built coast,
waterfront, dangerous because of the multitude of rocks, sikas
and shallows.
Palagruža archipelago is the farthest Croatian island located in
the central Adriatic, between the central Dalmatian islands and
the Italian coast.

Parts of pottery and flint tools from the early neolithic period
(about 6,000 - 4,500 BC) were discovered. We do not yet
know how the owners of the items came in the past and
what they did on the island.
From the period (2,500 - 1,800 BC), fragments of blades,
arrows and stone shields (held by bow and arrow shooters
on the forearm) were also found. Scientists believe that the
island of Palagruža was a meeting place for some ritual
activities during that period.

According to ancient Greek legend, hero Diomed was one of
the most famous Achaean warriors who, with his skill in
warfare under the walls of Troy, could be classified
immediately after Achilles. It is believed that on the island
there was a temple and shrine to this ancient hero as
evidenced by objects bearing his name (4th century BC to 1st
century AD). 

 
THE MYSTICAL HISTORY OF THE ISLAND OF PALAGRUŽA
 

 
DIOMED'S ISLAND - THE ISLAND OF THE GREAT GREEK HERO
 

 
 
 

THE MOST
MONUMENTAL
LIGHTHOUSE OF THE
ADRIATIC
In 1875, the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy built
the largest lighthouse in
the Adriatic. There is a
permanent human crew
on the lighthouse to this
day.


